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Cognitive biases in health care
Issue:
Inconsistently reported and therefore challenging to quantify, cognitive biases are increasingly recognized as
contributors to patient safety events. Cognitive biases are flaws or distortions in judgment and decision-making.
Within events reported to The Joint Commission, cognitive biases have been identified contributors to a
number of sentinel events, from unintended retention of foreign objects (e.g., search satisficing), wrong site
surgeries (e.g., confirmation bias), and patient falls (e.g., availability heuristic and ascertainment bias), to
delays in treatment, particularly diagnostic errors which may result in a delay in treatment (e.g., anchoring,
availability heuristic, framing effect and premature closure). According to literature, diagnostic errors are
associated with 6-17 percent of adverse events in hospitals, and 28 percent of diagnostic errors have been
attributed to cognitive error.1
Two processes in thinking and decision-making help describe
how cognitive biases manifest. The intuitive process, known as
System I, is associated with unconscious, automatic, “fast”
thinking, whereas the analytical process, known as System II, is
deliberate, resource intensive, “slow” thinking.2 Fast thinking
responds to stimuli, recognizes patterns, creates first
impressions, and is associated with intuitions. It is where
heuristics (shortcuts or rules of thumb drawn from repeated
experiences and learned associations) are deployed to expedite
thinking without expending much, if any, attentional resources.
Much of life’s daily activities are performed using fast thinking,
such as driving to work, recognizing facial expressions, and
knowing that 2+2=4. These examples largely do not consume
effort or draw from working memory. As such, fast thinking is
often very useful, efficient and effective. However, it is imperfect
and is predisposed to predictable pitfalls in judgment – cognitive
biases. For instance, heuristics may be misapplied given
incomplete information. They may cloud the ability to consider
different alternatives or see other solutions, and can lead to
inaccuracies regarding how common or how frequent
occurrences are or how representative something is. This can,
in turn, affect (or “set up”) the analytical process where
reasoning and clinical decision-making occurs.
It is important for health care organizations to gain knowledge
around cognitive biases and provide sociotechnical work
systems that recognize and compensate for limitations in
cognition, as well as promote conditions that facilitate decisionmaking.

Factors that can predispose or increase likelihood
of cognitive biases:3-6
Person factors:
• Cognitive loading
• Fatigue
• Affective considerations (feelings)
Patient factors:
• Complex patient presentation, number of comorbidities
• Lack of complete history
System factors:
• Workflow design (e.g., task complexity, reliance
on memory, numerous handoffs)
• Insufficient time to gather, integrate, interpret
information
• Inadequate processes to acquire information
(e.g., transfer from facility, care transitions)
• Poorly designed/integrated or inaccessible
health IT
• Poorly designed environment (e.g., distractions,
interruptions, noise, poor lighting)
• Poor teamwork, collaboration and
communication
• Inadequate culture to support decision-making
(e.g., lack of resources, time, rigid hierarchical
structure)
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Example cognitive biases
More than 100 cognitive
biases have been identified.
Examples are provided in the
sidebar, with a case example
below illustrating several
biases, noted in parentheses.
A patient with co-morbidities of
renal failure, diabetes, obesity and
hypertension arrived to the ED via
EMS. Though the patient’s chief
complaint was chest pain, it was
reported to triage as back pain, a
secondary complaint (framing
effect). The patient was “known to
the organization,” having been to
the ED several times previously for
back pain, and had been seen
earlier that day for a cortisone shot
(ascertainment bias). Triage
assessment focused on back pain
rather than chest pain (anchoring,
confirmation bias, diagnostic
momentum). The primary nurse
began to prepare the evaluation
using information from the triage
indicating “back pain” (framing,
diagnostic momentum) and did not
independently evaluate the patient.
The patient was found deceased a
short time after arrival.

Examples of Cognitive Bias
Anchoring bias
Giving weight and reliance on initial information/impressions, and not adjusting from this
(anchor) despite availability of new information. “Jumping to conclusions” can lead to
missed/delayed diagnoses.
Ascertainment bias
Shaping decision-making based on prior expectations (e.g., stereotyping, gender bias).
“Frequent flyers” with recurrent complaints can affect decision-making or, in the case of falls,
a patient who “always uses the call bell” may predispose staff to expect that behavior.
Availability bias
Judging likelihood of a diagnosis based on the ease with which examples can be retrieved
(more familiar, common, recent, memorable) (e.g., diagnosing a patient based on frequently
seen conditions such as the flu, or not considering less common diagnoses).
Confirmation bias
Selectively noticing/seeking information that confirms opinion/impression versus seeking
information that disconfirms. Evidence in support of beliefs is given more weight; evidence
that refutes may not be noticed (e.g., not noticing a warning label on medication or
performing procedure on incorrect site).
Diagnostic momentum (bandwagon effect)
Once a label (diagnosis) has been assigned, momentum takes hold and reduces ability to
consider other alternatives. Can affect future work-up of patient and how handoffs are
“framed.”
Framing effect
How information is presented, and how a question is framed can impact future decisions
(e.g., framing in probabilities as to whether patient might “die” or “live”). Source of information
(e.g., superior, trusted source); and context can influence framing.
Search satisficing/premature closure
Cease looking for findings/signals (e.g., disease processes, fracture, retained object) once
something has been identified. Accepting a diagnosis before considering all information and
verifying diagnosis.

Safety Actions to Consider:
While mitigating the occurrence of cognitive bias can be challenging, health care organizations should consider
the following strategies to help increase the awareness of cognitive biases and promote work system
conditions that can detect, protect against, and recover from cognitive biases and associated risk.3-6
•

•

•

Enhance knowledge and awareness of cognitive biases
o Support discussion of clinical cases to expose biases and raise awareness as to how they
occur (M&M meetings, reflective case reviews)
o Provide simulation and training illustrating biased thinking
Enhance professional reasoning, critical thinking and decision-making skills
o Train for and incorporate strategies for metacognition (“thinking about one’s thinking”)
o Practice reflection or “diagnostic time-out” which facilitate being open to and actively
considering alternative explanations/diagnoses asking the question, “How else can this be
explained?”
o Train for and incorporate systematic methods for reasoning and critical thinking (Bayesian
model or probabilistic reasoning, mnemonics such as “SAFER”)
o Promote systematic method for presenting information to reduce framing effect
o Provide simulation opportunities to increase experience and exposure
o Provide focused and immediate feedback regarding diagnostic decision-making (why it was
right or wrong) to allow insight into one’s own reasoning and recalibrate where needed
Enhance work system conditions, workflow design that affect cognition
o Promote conditions that facilitate perception/recognition/decision-making (e.g., useful
information displays, adequate lighting, supportive layout, limited distractions, interruptions
and noise)
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Limit cognitive loading, task saturation, fatigue
Allocate time to review information, gather data, discuss case
Provide access to/clarity of information (e.g., test results, referrals, H&P)
Facilitate care transitions
Ensure health information technology (IT) is usable, accessible and integrated within the
workflow
o Facilitate real-time decision making and reduce reliance on memory (e.g., technology,
clinical decision support systems, cognitive aids, algorithms)
o Promote inter- and intra-professional collaboration/teamwork to verify assumptions,
interpretations, conclusions (e.g., communication/teamwork training)
o Design for error and build resilient systems that help detect and recover from error
(redundancies, flagging critical lab values, triangulating data)
Promote an organizational culture that supports decision-making process
o Provide an organizational culture that support items listed above. Oro™ 2.0 provides tools
and resources designed to guide hospital leadership throughout the high reliability journey.
For more information, visit the Joint Commission Center for Transforming Healthcare
website.
o Support a safe, non-punitive reporting culture to learn from near misses and incidents (how
do cognitive biases arise, what strategies can be deployed to mitigate risk)
o Actively include consideration of cognitive bias in patient safety incident analysis to enhance
understanding of how they contribute and can be mitigated
o Empower and encourage professionals to speak up
o Engage and empower patients and families to partner in their care, understand their
diagnoses, ask questions and speak up.
o
o
o
o
o

•
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Note: This is not an all-inclusive list.
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